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A  (criminal  war  propaganda[1])  article  dated  February  19,  2017,  and  published  by
TheWeeklyNews.ca,  entitled  “Canadian  military  planes  flying  over  Syria”,  speaks  volumes
through omission.

Brig.-Gen.  Shane  Brennan  reportedly  disclosed  that  Canadian  aircraft  have  flown between
20 and 30 missions over Syria in recent months.  He said “We have done work in Syria,” and
that “(t)here’s lots of work to do in Iraq. We are looking at all of the areas.”

The article omitted a few important “details”.  The seemingly casual reference to doing
“work in Syria” indicates Canada’s on-going support for the criminal U.S/NATO strategy – as
outlined  by  Defense  Intelligence  Agency  document  14-L-0552/DIA/287-293[2]  –  to  use
terrorists,  including ISIS,  to destroy the sovereign country of Syria and topple its legal
government.

They used it all over Syria where these battles have been, but they also armed
terrorists with depleted uranium weaponry.  The whole country now, where the
battles  have  been  whether  on  battlefields  or  in  urban  regions,  are  all
contaminated. And that has to be cleaned up before they rebuild the cities,
parts of Damascus, almost all of Aleppo, and villages too[3].

The West also used depleted uranium ordnances in Iraq, so its willful use in Syria, is even
more heinous. British Radiation expert Dr. Chris Busby, Fellow of the University of Liverpool
in the Faculty of Medicine and UK representative on the European Committee on Radiation
Risk, claims that, “by illegally using hundreds of tons of depleted uranium (DU) against Iraq,
Britain and America have gravely endangered not only the Iraqis but the whole world,” and
that these weapons have released deadly, carcinogenic and mutagenic, radioactive particles
in such abundance that-whipped up by sandstorms and carried on trade winds – there is no
corner of the globe they cannot penetrate-including Britain.

For the wind has no boundaries and time is on their side: the radioactivity persists for over
4,500,000,000 years and can cause cancer, leukemia, brain damage, kidney failure, and
extreme birth defects – killing millions of every age for centuries to come. A crime against
humanity which may, in the eyes of historians, rank with the worst atrocities of all time.[4]

So, Canada’s willful engagement in the pre-planned, criminal invasion of Syria – including
the criminal sanctions — appears to be ramping up. And the fake MSM media, guilty on all
counts of committing war propaganda, continues to aid and abet these crimes against Syria,
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these crimes against international law, and these crimes against humanity.

Former high school teacher Mark Taliano is an author and independent investigative
reporter who recently returned from a trip to Syria with the Third International Tour of Peace
to Syria. In this book, he combines years of research with on-the-ground observations to
present an informed and well-documented analysis that refutes mainstream media
narratives about the dirty war on Syria.
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